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NOTES ON THEOCRITUS 
HEATHER WI-IITE* 
Classics Research Centre, Londres 
Summary: An analysis of several passags of Theocritus, which were judged by 
certain critics to be corrupt or incomprehensible, shows that they are textually 
sound. 
The Spring of the Hours 
At Idyll I ,  lines 146-152. The goatherd thanks Thyrsis for his song: 
AIITOAOZ 
nh?p&q TOL p8h~zoq TO Kahov ozoya, O6po~, y h o ~ ~ o ,  
nhijp~q 68 o~a6ovov, ~ a i  &K' Aiyiho iqc i6a  zpcbyo~5 
&6&riav, z&zz~yoq &mi ~ G y a  +bpzepov @EL<. 
f iv i6~ TOL TO 6kna5. Baoa~ ,  qiho~,  hq Kahov 6 0 6 ~ ~ .  
' QpGv nsnhCoBa~ VLV EKL ~ p a v a ~ o ~  6 0 ~ q m r i ~ .  
&6' WL, K~ooaiea .  TV 6' c5p~A.y~ VLV. ai 68 x i y a ~ p a ~ ,  
oi, yq G K L ~ Z ~ O ~ Z E ,  pq o zpdlyoq Cppw avaozij. 
Translation by A.S.F. Gow (Theocritus, Cambridge, 1965, rep., vol. I, p. 
15): 
GOATHERD 
Filled may thy fair mouth be with honey, Thyrsis, and with the 
honeycomb; and mayest thou eat the sweetjigs of Aegilus, for thy 
singing outdoes the cicada. See, here is the cup; mark, fiiend, 
how sweet it smells; thou wilt think it has been dipped at the well 
of the Hours. Come hither, Cissaetha; and do thou milk her. And 
you she-goats be not so frisky lest the he-goat rouse himseg 
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Gow noted' that the Hours are "associated with dew and rain but not 
elsewhere with springs". I would like to point out that Theocritus is alluding here 
to the fact that springs were sometimes associated with a divinity2. Thus A.P. 6, 
170 mentions a fountain that has been dedicated to Pan: 
A'L x z ~ h 8 a ~  z@ navi ~ a i  a  z a v ~ ) p f i ~ ~ q  a6za~  
iz&at, .i\ 8' ispcjl ~&p@tha$fi< nh&zavo< 
~ a i  h~p&G~q, ~ a i  za6za pozqp~~cjl Ilavi ~ 6 m h h a  
&yK&t~at, 8iIpl< @ & P ~ C I K '  &h&tiKa~a. 
Translation by Paton (The Greek Anthology, vol. I, p. 387): 
The elms, and these lofty willows, and the holy spreading plane, 
and the springs, and these shepherds' cups that cure fell thirst, 
are dedicate to Pan. 
I t should, moreover, be noted that ~p&vatot is a poetic plural3. Accordingly, the 
bowl is said to have been washed in a spring that had been dedicated to the Hours. 
The spring is fragrant because the Hours are connected with flowers: cf Orphic 
Hymn 43, 3 where the Hours are described as nohwiv8~po~. CJ: also Nonnus, 
Dion. 48, 578: 
... xap~rop~va~  6i: Amiq 
6 p 0 I 6 ~ q  'H~hioto icaz~ypa@ov &v8sotv 'Qpat 
ni6a~oq & ~ p a  p&zoxa, ~ a i  E ~ O ~ ~ O L ~ L V  &*at< 
&pztQ6zou hs~p&vo~ ip&ooezo vfi6upoq &?p. 
Translation by Rouse ( Nonnus, Loeb edition, vol. 3, p. 467): 
The Seasons, handmazds of Helios, to do grace to Lyaios, painted 
with flowers the fountain's margin, and fiagrant whzfls fiom the 
newgrowing meadow beat on the balmy air. 
A Textual Problem in Theocritus ' Idyll 3 
At lines 28ff. A goatherd complains that Amaryllis, his beloved, does not 
love him: 
Eyvov npav, 6 ~ a  pot, p~pvap&vq ~i ( P L ~ & E L S  p&, 
0 3 8  TO zqh&@~hov nozsp&&zo TO nhazdyqpa, 
&hh' a 6 z q  &mh@ xozi x&x&i bt&pap&vtlq. 
&TEE ~ a i  'Aypo~io t&ha8&a ~oa~tvopavz~q,  
' Up. cif., vol. 2,  p. 32. 
' Cf D.L. Page, Further Greek Epigrams, Cambridge, l98 l, p. 92. 
2 For other examples of the employment of the poetic plural, cf: G. Giangrande, Scripta 
Minora Alexandrina, vol. I ,  Amsterdam, 1980, p. 181. C .  also Sophocles, Ant. 844: 
A L ~ K & ~ L  p i v a ~ .  
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Line 29 noT~pa~&p&vov nhaT&yqo&v v. I. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 33): 
I learnt the truth of late when I bethought me didst thou love me, 
and the smack caused not the love-in-absence to cling, but idly it 
shrivelled on my smooth forearm. And Agroeo too, that divines 
with her sieve -she that was lately cutting grass by my side, told 
me truth, how that my heart was wholly thine while thou madest 
no account of me. 
Gow was puzzled by the meaning of line 29: cf Theocritus, vol. 2, p. 70. I 
would like to point out that perfect sense can be restored to this passage if we 
follow IGessling4 and print line 29 as follows: o b 6 ~  zo zqh&@thov 
no.r;~pa&p~vov nhazayqoev. The goatherd states that the love-in-absence (TO 
~qh&$thov) did not make a noise (obbi: ... nhazcjlyqoev). The scholia explain 
that, according to ancient divination, if the love-in-absence made a noise when it 
was struck, that was a good sign for a lover. It meant that his beloved was in love 
with him5: zv/ZkqMov: zqh&@~hov k o z ~  70 $6hhov zijq p i p w o ~ .  &Xho~ 6i: 
po~avqv bz8pav h ~ y o u o ~ v  ~ ' i v a ~  TO ~qh&$thov. size 68 zoczo E~ZE h&vo 
~ o z ~ v ,  twvahapPciveza~ nap& z&v bpdvzov TO ~qh&@thov, ~ a i  nhqzz6p~vov 
EL yo@ov an&z&h&L, k8~60v abzoZq oqpetocoea~, b z ~  hvzep6vza~ bno z&v 
kpwy&vov. Moreover, the scholia state that love-in-absence was a plant, or a leaf. 
Since the love-in-absence made no noise, the goatherd infers that his 
beloved Amaryllis does not love him in return. 
The love-in-absence is mentioned again at A.P. 5,296: 
' Etoze zqh&@ihou nhazayfipazoq fi~&sa P6pPoq 
yaoz8pa pavzc+ou p&cazo ~ ~ o o u p i o u ,  
Eyvov, iuq $th&stq PE. 70 6' d lzpe~k~  a b z i ~ a  ~ E C O E L ~  
~bvijq ilpez~pqq ndlvvuxoq &nzopEvq. 
zoC20 oe y&p 6&iS&t navahqe~a.  7065 68 p ~ ~ u o z d l ~  
~ a h h e i t p  ha.c&ywv nhfiypao~ zepnop&vouq. 
Translation by Paton (The Greek Anthology, Loeb edition, vol. 1, p. 287): 
Ever since the prophetic bowl pealed aloud in response to the 
touch of the far-away love-splash, I know that you love me, but 
you will convince me completely by passing the night with me. 
- ---- p 
C$ T. Kiessling, Theocriti Reliquiae, Lipsiae 18 19. 
C j  C. Wendel, Scholia in Theocriturn Vetera, Stuttgart, 1967, p. 125. 
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This will show that you are wholly sincere, and I will leave the 
tipplers to enjoy the strokes of the wine-dregs. 
The poet Agathias states that the noise made by the love-in-absence is a 
sign that he is loved in turn by his beloved. It should be noted that Agathias did 
not, however, place the love-in-absence on his arm before he struck it. Instead he 
placed it on the "belly" (yaazC:pa) of his drinking-cup. Hence he states that the 
noise made by the love-in-absence "clung to (yacazo) the belly of the prophetic 
drinking-cup". In lines 5-6, Agathias says that he will leave the other drinkers to 
enjoy playing the game of cottabos, while he spends the night with his beloved. 
For the game of cottabos, cf: Callimachus,fiag. 69 (Pfeiffer): 
nohhoi ~ a i  @ ~ h & o v z q  ' A ~ o v z i q  f i ~ a v  BpaC,& 
oivonozat Z t ~ ~ h a q  &K K V X L K ~ V  hazayaq 
Translation by Trypanis (Callimachus, Loeb edition, p. 53): 
And many lovers of Acontius, when drinking, tossedfiom the cup 
to the ground in his honour the last drops of wine in the Sicilian 
manner. 
Trypanis explained that "cottabos" was a game "played in a variety of 
ways with the last drop of wine in the cup, which was cast in reference to some 
beloved person, at the drinking parties of antiquity". Since Agathias has 
discovered by means of the love-in-absence that he is loved, he will not play the 
game of cottabos with the other drinkers. 
A Textual Problem in Theocritus' Idyll 4 
At Idyll 4, lines 26ff. Battus states that Aegon's pipe now lies neglected 
since its owner has gone off to compete in the Olympic games. Corydon denies 
this and says that he has been using Aegon's pipe to play the tunes of Glauca and 
of Pyrrhus: 
{BA.) $E< @G P ~ Q E G v ~ ~ L  a i  za i  Po~q,  6 zcjlhav A'lyov, 
~ i q  ' AiGav, 6lca ~ a i  z6 K ~ K & S  fiphaoao v i m < ,  
X& oGpty5 ~bp6.c~ nahhvezat, &v  no^' &&ca. 
{KO.} 06 zfiva y', 06 NGyQaq, knsi nozi J I b a v  aQ8pnov 
GGpov ~ y o i  vtv Ehe~nev- &yio GC: T L ~  sipi p&ht~z&q, 
KEG @V zci r h a k a q  &y~poi)opat, E& 6& zdl II-IGppo. 
a iv&o zav zs Kpozova-"Kaha n o h ~ q  & zs  Za~uveoq  ..."- 
~ a i  TO noza-ov TO Aa~ iv tov ,  cnep o n v ~ z a q  
A'lyov oyG&~ovza povoq ~ a z s b a i o a z o  @<a<. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 37): 
Notes on Theocritus 43 
BA. Wretched Aegon, your cows too will come by their deaths 
because you, like others, have fallen in love with a cursed victory. 
And the pipe that once you made yourself is getting Jlecked with 
mildew. 
CO. Nay, by the Nymphs it is not, for as he was going o f  to Pisa 
he left it me for a present. 1 am something of a player myselJI and 
can strike up Glauca's tunes, or Pyrrhus's, well enough. I sing the 
praise of Croton -2 bonny town Zacynthus is'- and of the 
Lacinian shrine that fronts the dawn- where boxer Aegon 
devoured eighty loaves all by himselJI 
The text of line 32 has puzzled the critics6. I would like to point out that 
sense can be restored to this passage if we understand that the words ~ahc j l  n o h y  
&E Z d ~ u v e o <  form a parenthesis. The meaning is "It is a beautiful city like 
(&E) Zacynthus". Corydon states that he praises Croton and the Lacinian shrine. 
The parenthesis explains that Croton is beautiful like the island of Zacynthus. For 
the fact that Zacynthus was famous in antiquity for its beauty cJ: Gow, note ad 
loc. The poet has used dze as the equivalent of h<: c$ LSJ S.V. Note also the 
ellipse of the verbum substantivum: cJ: my Studies in the Poetty of Nicander, p. 
2 1 .  Finally it should be added that Theocritus has made use of asyndeton in line 
32. For such explanatory asyndeta cf Lapp, De CalIimachi Cyrenaei Tropis et 
Figuris, p. 81. In other words, Corydon first states that he plays the tunes of 
Glauca and Pyrrhus on Aegon's pipe. He then says that he admires Croton 
because it is a beautiful city. 
Theocritus and Winter Storms 
At Idyll 7, lines 52 ff. Lycidas states that Ageanax is going to sail to 
Mitylene: 
"Eooezat ' A y ~ d v a ~ z ~  a h o q  n h o o ~  &S Mtz~hqvav,  
~ & z a v  k$' ~ o n a p i o ~ 5  ' E p i $ o ~ ~  v o z o ~  byp& 6~dx.n  
~ 6 p a z a ,  ~ h p i o v  bz' kn' h ~ e a v S  no6a5 ~ X E L ,  
a I  K a  zov A u ~ i 6 a v  onzsGp~vov k c  ' A$poGizaq 
p 6 q z a ~ .  Bepp05 y&p Epoq a b z o  ye ~ a z a i e e ~ .  
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 59): 
Fair voyage to Mitylene shall Ageanax have when the Kids stand 
in the evening sky and the south wind speeds the wet waves, and 
when Orion stays his feet upon the Ocean, if he save Lycidasfrom 
Cf Gow, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 84. 
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the furnace of Aphrodite, for hot is the love of him which 
consumes me. 
In his commentary, Gow noted7 that the adjective konspioy, in line 53, 
"has usually been understood to mean in the west". He then added that "when 
Orion sets the Kids are in the western sky before dawn". Gow was, however, 
unable to explain exactly what month of the year Theocritus is referring to in this 
passage. 
I would like to point out that the solution to this problem is given by 
Aratus. At Phaenomena lines 665 ff. Aratus describes the stars which rise and set 
together with the zodiacal sign sagittariusg (Toto). According to Aratus, Orion is 
setting at this time, and the Kids are still visible (cf: lines 676-682): 
?p05 ~ a i  p~ydlhoto Kwoq n & o a ~  hpapuyai 
Giwouotv, ~ a i  n&vm ~ a z 8 p x ~ z a t  ' Qpiovog, 
n&vm ye pQv a ~ ~ h e o z a  Gto~op~vo to  AayooG. 
' Ahh' o k ~  ' Hvtoxq "EptQot 066' ' Qheviq At5 
~5Biq &nEp~ovza~.  zcjl 28 oi p~y&hqv h a  ~ ~ i p a  
hapnovzat, ~ a i  oi pehBov G t a ~ & ~ p t z a t  &hhwv 
~tvijoat ~ ~ ~ p & v a < ,  &c' f i ~ h i q  o~uicmtv. 
Translation by Mair (op. cit., p. 259): 
What time all the rays of the mighty Dog are sinking and all of 
Orion setting, yea, all the Hare, which the Dog pursues in an 
unending race. But not yet depart the Kids of the Charioteer and 
the Arm-borne (Olenian) Goat; by his great hand they shine, and 
are eminent beyond all his other limbs in raising storms, when 
they fare with the sun. 
Note that these stars are said to cause storms: c$ line 682: ~tvijoat 
~ ~ t p O v a 5 .  By mentioning the Kids together with the setting of Orion, Theocritus 
fixes the time of the year for us as November 23rd-~ecember 20' (i.e. the period 
which coincides with the zodiacal sign of Sagittarius). Orion and the Kids are 
mentioned together again at Propertius 11 26, 56. In other words, Theocritus and 
Aratus both mention Orion and the Kids in connection with the winter storms 
which occur during the zodiacal sign of sagittarius9. 
Theocritus and the Halcyons 
' Op. cit., vol. 2, p. 146. 
CJ G.R. Mair, Aratus (Loeb edition), London, 1921, p. 202 f. 
Cf: also Cholmeley, Theocritus, p. 24 1 ,  who noted that "the Kids -a cluster of stars in 
Auriga- are low down in the north-west sky about one hour before sunrise on Nov. 28". 
For the stars of Sagittarius, cJ also Aratus lines 300 ff. 
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At Idyll 7, lines 57 ff. Theocritus mentions the mythical halcyons: 
~ h h ~ u o v e ~  ozopaoeGvn T& ~ 6 k a . c a  T&V zs 0&haooav 
TOV ze vo~ov  zov 2' ~Gpov, 05 E o ~ a z a  @wia K I V E ~ ,  
b h ~ u o v q ,  y h a u ~ a i ~  Nqpqio~ zai  'G& pcih~oza 
o p v i ~ o v  k@ihq0ev, 6oo1.q zi: nep k t  &h05 6ypa. 
line 60 booq  Greverus : - a q  codd. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 59 ff.): 
And the halcyons shall lay to rest the waves and the deep, the 
south wind and the east, that stirs the seaweed in the lowest 
depths, the halcyons, birds most dear to the green Nereids and to 
them whose prey is pom the sea. 
In line 60 Gow printed the textual alteration b o o y  which he argued means 
"fishermen". Thus the halcyons are said to be dear to the Nereids and to 
fishermen". Textual alteration is, however, not necessary. The halcyons are said 
to be dear "to those females whose prey is from the deep". The poet is alluding to 
the goddesses Aphrodite and Athena who were both connected with fishermen 
and sea-faring. For Aphrodite's connection with the sea, c$ A.P .  5, 16. For Athena 
and the sea, cf: Lycophron line 359 where Athena the "Sea-gull" is referred to: 
Ai0u1.a~ Kopqv. It will be noted that the Nereids were also considered to be 
goddesses: cf: Statius, Silv. I 5, 15: deae virides. For the fact that the halcyon was 
"sacred to the Sea-goddess Aphrodite", c$ R. Graves, The Greek Myths, vol. I ,  p. 
164. Graves pointed out (op. cit., vol. 2, p. 289) that one of Aphrodite's titles was 
" ~ l c ~ o n e " " .  
It will be noted that my explanation accounts for the repeated T E  
(Valckenarius saw himself compelled to print boa15 yi: nep). Gow's defence of 
the conjecture booq  is ungrounded: cf Hatzikosta's commentary ad loc. To 
Hatzikosta's arguments I would like to add that, whereas mortal women did not 
practise fishing, the two goddesses Aphrodite and Athena certainly did. The 
variant zai z& (cf: Legrand's and Pisani's apparatuses), accepted by Rumpel, (Lex. 
Theocr., s.v. p a h ~ o ~ a )  is an evident trivialization, aimed at eliminating the 
repeated T E  objected to by Valckenarius, as well as the enigmatic mortal women 
supposedly acting as fishermen. 
'O Cf: op. cit., vol. 2, p. 147. 
I l For the connection of Athena with the halcyon, cj: D'Arcy Thompson, A Glossary of 
Greek Birds, Oxford, 1936, p. 48. 
Demeter and the Poppies 
H. White 
At Idyll 7 ,  lines 15 1 ff. Theocritus mentions the wine that was drunk by 
those celebrating Demeterfs festival: 
& p a  yk n(;x tfivov tov notpkva tov not' ' Avanw, 
tov ~patspov  IIohG@apov, 05 6peot v & a ~  Epahhe, 
~ o t o v  k t a p  Enstoe  at' a+hm noaai xopeGoat, 
oIov t o ~ a  n&pa 6ta~pav&oate,  Nvp.@at, 
Pwp@ ndlp Attpatpoq hhwi6oq; &G bni oop@ 
a h q  ~ y h  ncikatpt p ~ y a  m6ov, c? 6E yehaoaat 
Gphypata ~ a i  y a ~ o v a q  Bv &p$otbpato~v k ~ o t o a .  
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 67): 
Was it such nectar that set that shepherd by the Anapus dancing 
among his sheepfolds. even the mighty Polyphemus, who pelted 
ships with mountains? -such nectar as ye Nymphs mingledfor us 
to drink that day by the altar of Demeter of the Threshing-floor. 
On her heap may Iplant again the great winnowing-shovel while 
she smiles on us with sheaves andpoppies in either hand. 
Gow commented as follows on line 157 (op. cit., vol. 2, p. 169): "Poppies 
in Cos flower in April (cf. 11. 8, 307) and it is now some months later (134 n.)". 
Consequently Gow argued that the statue of Demeter will therefore be holding 
"stalks with the capsules attached, and Gpciypata of barley saved from the 
threshing for this purpose". 
I would like to point out, however, that we hear elsewhere of poppies 
which are said to flower during the summer. C' A.P. 9, 226 where poppies are 
mentioned together with the fruits of summer: 
At 6' &yet& eou9ai otpPhqiGeq t d ~ p a  p ~ h t a o a t  
@.kpPsoO' i-$ 9i)p.o~ pt~vdl nsp t~v i6 ta ,  
ij n e t & h a ~  p c i ~ w v o ~ ,  fi aota@t6itt6a pcSya, 
fi iov, +j p&hov ~ v o C v  ~z t~apn iGtov -  
ndv ta  n~p t~v iSaoOe ,  ~ a i  dyyea ~ q p h o a o 9 ~ ,  
b@pa p ~ h t o o o o o o ~  IIdv ~ n t ~ u y k h ~ o ~  
ye6oqtat t o  p&v ainoq, o G& phtotqpiGt xetpi 
~ a n v d o a q  paujv ~ i ) p p t  hiny pepi6a. 
Translation by Paton (The Greek Anthology, Loeb edition, vol. 2, p. 1 19): 
Hie ye, ye tawny hive-bees, to feed on.. . or the crinkled leaves of 
the thyme, or the petals of the poppy, or the sun-dried berries of 
the vine, or violets, or the down that covers the apple. Take a pick 
at all, and mould your waxen vessels so that Pan, the saviour of 
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the bees and keeper of the hives, may have a taste himseIfl and the 
beeman, smoking you out with his skilled hand, may leave a little 
portion for you also. 
C$ moreover Theocritus' Idyll XI, lines 57 f. and Longus, Daphnis and 
Chloe I1 1,4: 96pouq pfilcovq lcai & ~ p & 6 q  ~ a i  yqha ncivza. 
We may therefore conclude that the statue of Demeter is imagined to be 
holding the flowers of the poppy in either hand. 
Theocritus and the Centaurs 
In Idyll 14, lines 34 ff. Aeschinas describes how he reacted when he 
discovered that Cynisca has fallen in love with another: 
z&yoq hyh, zov b a t 5  76, O u h v t ~ ~ .  ndc kni ~ o p p a 5  
ijhaoa, ~ & h h a v  a68~5.  &vatp6oaoa 6~ n&nhoc, 
Ecw b n o i p z o  B&ooov. "kyov ~alcov ,  06 z o ~  & p & o ~ o ;  
& h h o ~  701 y h v ~ i w v  bnolcohnto5; &hhov ioioa 
Bcihna $ihov. zfivq TEU G c i ~ p u a ;  p&ha p~ovzo." 
y & o z a ~ a  6oioa z 8 ~ v o ~ o w  bnopo$ioto~ ~ e h t 6 6 v  
&yoppov zax~vci .n&z&za~ Piov dhhov ayeipe~v. 
h~uz&pa p a h a ~ & <  &no 6 i$pa~o5 En~ezo zljva 
i9B 6t' ap$t06po ~ a i  61lchi605,4 7 ~ 0 6 ~ 5  &yov. 
a%oq 9 ~ v  h&y&zai T I C  "EPa no~ck ~ a c p o q  &v' i'hav". 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 105): 
Then I -you know what I am like, Thyonichus- got her with my fist 
on the temple, and then one more; and she caught up her skirts 
and was off as fast as she could go. 'Plague that you are, I don't 
please you then?' said I; >ou prefer some other darling, do you? 
Go and cuddle your other friend. Your tears are for him, are 
they? Then let them flow as big as apples'. The swallow brings 
her nestlings beneath the eaves a morsel and is of again like a 
flash to gather a fresh supply, but quicker than the swallow 
Cynisca flew from her soft seat straight through the porch and 
house-door, wherever her feet carried her. 'The bull once went to 
the wood', so runs the tale. 
In his discussion of this passage, Gow noted (op. cif., vol. 2, p. 256) that 
"the fable or proverb plainly relates to the bull which deserts the herd 
(uz~payshe?: see 9, 5 n.) and cannot be found". Gow then added that "the v. 1. 
K ~ v z a v p o ~  is therefore out of court". I would like to point out, however, that the 
word KSvzavpo5 makes perfect sense in the context. In lines 34 ff. Aeschinas 
48 H. White 
boasts that he hit Cynisca and that she immediately fled: c$ lines 4 1 ff. At line 43 
Aeschinas says that there is a story that a Centaur went to the wood. He is 
alluding to the myth concerning how Heracles routed the Centaurs: cf: R. Graves, 
up. cit., vol. 2, p. 114. Aeschinas means that he hit Cynisca hard and made her 
flee from him, just as Heracles had once routed the Centaurs and caused them to 
flee (as far as Sicily: c$ Lycophron line 670). Centaurs often appear in proverbs 
(cf Pape-Benseler, Wort. Eigenn., S.V. K~vzaupoq). The scholiast on Theocritus 
explains that the proverb refers to the fact that, once the Centaurs have escaped 
into the Chq, they are impossible to catch (uhfinzouq). The Centaurs (c$ 
Apollod., Bibl. I1 83-86) lived not in towns, but in the wild, more precisely on 
mountains, which were of course wooded (Erymanthus, Malea, etc.). Heracles 
could not catch and kill all the Centaurs, because many escaped &hhoq hhhaxfj 
(&L< bp05 MahEav ... , b p s ~  ~ a z e ~ a h u y ~ v ,  Apollod., loc. cit.). The proverb 
concerning the zaCpo5, which Gow champions, is inapposite, because 
az~payeheGvze5 (Id. IX 5) means "quitter le troupeau par dkdain", as Legrand 
(Bucol. Grecs, vol. 11, p. 30, note 2) correctly underlines, which behaviour does 
not apply to Cynisca: Cynisca and the Centaurs made themselves scarce for fear. 
The proverb quoted by Aeschinas probably refers to the fact that the Centaurs 
(KEvzaupo5 is a collective singular), after being routed by Heracles, took refuge 
in woods, which were their natural habitat (c$ Oxj Class. Diet., s.v. Centaurs) 
and virtually disappeared from human sight (cf: Lempriere, Class. Dictionw, 
London, 195 1, S.V. Centauri, quoting Plutarch and Pliny). 
Theocritus and Hiero 11 
Notes on Theocritus 
&o.cea 6i: npo.c.kpo~o~ n&htv v a i o ~ ~ o  n h i ~ a ~ ~ ,  
6uopev&ov 6oa  ~ ~ i p q  ~ h o p f p a v ~ o  ~ a z '  & ~ p a q  
line 85 K ~ K -  n . k p n ~ ~  &v & v & y ~ q  v. 1 .  
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 127): 
Even now beneath the setting sun the Phoenicians that dwell in 
the outmost skirts of Libya tremble for fear; even now Syracusans 
grip their spears by the middle and charge their arms with shields 
of wicker, while Hiero, in their midst, girds himseylike the heroes 
of old with crest of horsehair shadowing his helm. Ah Zeus, our 
father far renowned, and Lady Athena, and thou, Maiden, to 
whom, with thy mother, has fallen the mighty city of the rich 
Ephyraeans by the waters of Lysimeleia, grant that ill constraints 
may drive our enemies from the island over the Sardinian sea 
with tidings of the death of dear ones to children and wives, 
messengers easy to number from out that host. Grant that towns 
which the hands of foes have wasted utterly be peopled again by 
their ancient masters. 
In his commentary on this Idyll, Gow explained (op. cit., vol. 2 ,  p. 305) 
that "Hiero I1 rose to power after Pyrrhus's departure from Sicily in 27615 B.C.". 
Hiero had distinguished himself under Pyrrhus and helped to drive the 
Carthaginians out of Sicily. I would like to point out that better sense can be made 
of the text if we accept the reading K ~ K -  n.kpn&~ h & v & y ~ q  in line 85.  It 
should, moreover, be noted that ai, in line 82, has been employed as an 
interjection of astonishment: cf LSJ s.v. a;. Thus lines 82 ff. should be translated 
as follows: "For behold (ai) Zeus, renowned father, and Lady Athena, and thou 
Maiden, to whom, with thy mother, has fallen the mighty city of the rich 
Ephyraeans by the waters of Lysimeleia, he (i.e. Hiero) has driven ( n ~ p n e ~ )  the 
enemy over the Sardinian sea, with harsh compulsion ( K ~ K -  h &v&y~qt)". Note 
that n&p.nr~ is an example of the historical present'2. We may therefore conclude 
that Idyll 16 celebrates the fact that Hiero I1 had helped Pyrrhus to drive the 
Carthaginians from Sicily. 
In conclusion: it would be very strange indeed if, in an encomium, 
Theocritus were to refer to possible future military successes instead of praising 
actual victories already achieved (c$ G. Giangrande, GGA 223, 1971, p. 21 1 ff., 
for the genre). This difficulty is eliminated if we realize that the reading K ~ K -  
T C E ~ ~ E L  &v &v&y~qt is correct, and is meant to praise a victory already achieved 
by Hiero. Our conclusion is supported by R. Petroll, Die k'usserungen Theokrits 
12 Cf: G. Giangrande, Scripra Minora Alexandrina, Amsterdam, 1980, vol. I, p. 13. 
iiber seine Person und seine Dichtung, Diss. Hamburg 1965, who has underlined 
that Idyll 16 is "ein Preislied auf Hieron" and as such must be posterior to 276- 
275 BC. (p. 84 E.). Even W. Meincke, Untersuch. Zu den Enkomiastischen 
Gedichten Theohits, Diss. Kiel 1965, p. 76, must admit that IdyII 16 is "ein 
Enkomion auf Hieron". On kv a v a y q  "under compulsion", cJ: e.g. LSJ, S.V. 
dcvayq, 3, c. 
In Praise of Ptokmy 
In his commentary on idyll 17 Gow noted" that lines 86 ff. are connected 
with the First Syrian War: 
~ a i  pfiv Qiotvi~aq anoz~pvszat ' AppaPiaq zs 
~ a i  Zupia~ A t P i q  zs ~shatv&v z' AiOtmfiov. 
IIap(6hotoi 7s n&ot ~ a i  a ~pqzatq  Kthimoot 
oapaivet, Au~iotq ze; $thmzohEpotoi zs Kapo i  
~ a i  vckootq K ~ ~ h a 8 s o o t v ,  &n&i 01 v&&< &ptoza~ 
novcov kntnhcbovzt, Bcihaooa 68 ~ a i  ala
~ a i  nmapoi K E ~ ~ ~ O V ~ E ~  a vd l ~~ovza t  nzohspaiq, 
nohhoi 6' innfisq, nohhoi 6~ ptv &mt8t&xxt 
~ a h ~ @  pappaipovzt o&oayp&vot a p ~ y 8 p o m a t .  
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 137): 
Aye, and of Phoenicia he takes himself apart, and of Arabia, and 
Syria and Libya and of the swart Ethiopians. In all Pamphylia his 
word is law, and with the spearmen of Cilicia, the Lycians and the 
warlike Carians; in the Isles of the Cyclades also, for the best 
ships that sail the seas are his -aye, all the sea and the land and 
the roaring rivers admit the lordship of Ptolemy, and about him 
gather horsemen and shielded warriors in hosts, harnessed in 
J7ashing bronze. 
The First Syrian War ended in 273 or 272 B.C. However, according to 
Cow, "it cannot be inferred from Theocritus' poem whether the war is over or 
not". He then added that "the tense of anm8pvszat (86) ... suggests that it is not". 
I would like to point out that it is more logical to imagine that Idyll 17 was written 
after the First Syrian War had been successfully won by Ptolemy. Accordingly, 
we must understand that Theocritus has made use of the historical present in line 
86. Thus lines 86-7 list the countries that Ptolemy annexed (ixnozEpvszat) during 
the First Syrian War. For other examples of the historical present, cJ: G. 
l 3  Cf Theocritus, vol. 2, p. 339. 
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Giangrande, Scripta Minora Alexandrina, vol. I ,  p. 13, and Minewa 1993, p. 9 1 .  
We may therefore conclude that Idyll 17 was written at some time between the 
end of the First Syrian War (27312 B.C.) and the death of ~ r s i n o e ' ~  in 270 B.C. It 
is, moreover, possible to explain the verb txy@ay&povza~ in line 94 as a historical 
present. Theocritus means that many horsemen and foot-soldiers gathered round 
Ptolemy during the Syrian War. My argument is fully confirmed by the historical 
background as explained by ~ e i n c k e " .  
A Textual Problem in Theocritus'Idyll 17 
At lines 12 1 ff. Theocritus states that Ptolemy built shrines for his father 
and mother: 
MoGvo~ 6 6 ~  npm&pov ze ~ a i  &v Ezt Bepyd ~ o v i a  
o z s ~ ~ o y 8 v a  ~ 86nep8s no66v & ~ y a o o & z a ~  ixvq, 
yazpi $ihq ~ a i  nazpi 8 d 6 e a 5  e i o a ~ o  vaoGq 
&v 6' a t zo iq  x p u e  nept~ahh&aq kh8Qavz~ 
G p u z a ~  n&vzeootv &n~x80vio~otv apoyoiq. 
line I2  1 T E  ~ a i  &v Briggs : ZEKEOV K : TOK&OV cett. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, Cambridge, 1965, repr., vol. 1, p. 139): 
Of men of old and of those the imprint of whose steps still warm 
the trodden dust holds beneath the foot, Ptolemy alone has 
foundedfr.agrant shrines for his dear mother and his father, and 
there, resplendent in gold and ivory, he has set them to succour 
all mankind. 
In line 121 Gow printed Briggs' alteration TE ~ a i  &v. Textual alteration 
is, however, not necessary. Perfect sense can be restored to the transmitted text if 
we print the reading ZEK&WV and understand that the poet has made use of a 
parenthesis. Lines 121-1 23 should therefore be translated as follows: "He alone of 
former men -the trodden dust holds still warm the tracks of his children's feet- has 
set up fragrant shrines for his dear mother and father". 
The poet stresses that Ptolemy's children are still alive, whereas his 
parents are both dead. For similar cases of parenthesis, c$ Lapp, De Callimachi 
Cyrenaei Tropis et Figuris, Diss. Bonn, 1965, p. 52. For the "Preis der Pietat" in 
the encomium, cf Meincke, op. cit., p. 136 ff. 
A Textual Problem in Theocritus' Idyll 17 
l 4  Theocritus refers to Arsinoe in line 128 as the wife of Ptolemy. 
15 Op. cit., p. 126. 
H. White 
At lines 13 1 ff. Theocritus mentions the marriage of Zeus and Hera: 
6 6 ~  ~ a i  &&w&.cwv iapoq y&poq &&~h&o9r) 
o i j ~  zblcszo ~ p ~ i o u o a  ' P&a paothfaq ' 0hi)pnou. 
8v 6& h & o ~  ozopvumv i a 6 ~ t v  Zqvi ~ a i  "Hp1 
~ ~ i p a ~  Qotpqoaoa p6pot~ Szt nap0Bvo~ 'Iptq. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 139): 
After this fashion was accomplished the sacred bridal also of the 
immortals whom Queen Rhea bore to rule Olympus; and single is 
the couch that Iris, virgin still, her hands made pure with 
perfumes, strews for the sleep of Zeus and Hera. 
In his commentary on this passage, Gow noted (op. cit., vol. 2, p. 346) 
that the description of Iris has puzzled the critics. I would like to point out that 
previous critics have failed to understand that we are faced here with an example 
of the historical present. The poet states that Iris prepared (ozopvuotv) the bridal 
bed for Zeus and Hera when she was still a virgin (Ezt nap0&voq), i.e. when she 
was a young girl. The reader may recall that Iris became the wife of Zephyrus: cf 
Nonnus, Dion. 3 1, l 10: 
'Ipt~, &~c~Q6zou Z~Q6pou ~puoonzepe vi)p$q, 
&ijho~& pr)z&p "Ep~zoq, &&hhq&v'~t n&&.hq 
o n ~ G 6 ~  poh~iv ~O$IOEVTO~ kq ' Eon&ptov &pov "Ynvov 
Translation by Rouse (Loeb edition): 
"Iris, goldenwing bride of plantnourishing Zephyros, happy 
mother of Love! Hasten with stormshod foot to the home of 
gloomy Sleep in the west': 
Thus Gow was wrong to imagine that "it is Iris's daily task to make the 
bed". The marriage bed of Zeus and Hera was obviously only prepared once by 
Iris, i-e, on the occasion of their wedding. At this time, Iris was still a young girl 
and had not yet married Zephyrus. Accordingly, she is described by Theocritus as 
Ezt napehoq. For other cases of the historical present, c$ G. Giangrande, Scripta 
Minora Alexandrina, vol. 1, p. 1 3.  
The Moon and ShellJsh 
At Idyll 21, lines 19 ff. Theocritus describes how two poor fishermen 
awoke before dawn to start their work: 
ICOC'IEW zov p&oa.cov 6popov &vuav & p p  X & m q ,  
zoiq 6' h h t ~ i ~  f yetpe Qihoq nova<, &K ph&@&pov 6B 
%nvov &nwo&p~vot oQ&z&pat< @p&oiv fipaeov ab8&v. 
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1y&660m', & Qihe, ~ & V T E S  ~ O L  V ~ K T C ~ S  k @ a o ~ o v  
zij  Bkpeoq ~ L V ~ ~ E L V ,  b ~ a  z&paza p a ~ p a  QEpovz~. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 153): 
Not yet was the chariot of the Moon traversing her midmost 
course, yet their accustomed toil roused the fishermen, and, 
clearing their eyes of sleep, $-om thought they fell to speech. 
ASPHA LION 
They lied, my $-iend, all such as said the nights grew short in 
summer when the days they bring are long. 
In his commentary on this passage, Gow (op. cit., vol. 2, p. 375) stated 
that "it appears from 22 ff. that the author means that it was not yet midnight". 
There is, however, no reason why the poet should have mentioned midnight here. 
The fishermen went to bed early (c$ lines 39 ff.) and woke up early in order to 
start work at dawn: c$ line 24. I would like to point out that better sense can be 
made of the text if we understand that the poet is referring to the fact that the 
moon was still waxing. Thus the chariot of the Moon is said to have not yet 
reached its middle course (zov pkoazov 6popov). Theocritus is alluding to the 
fact that shellfish were said to grow fat when the moon was waxing and to grow 
thin when it was waning. Cf: Oppian, Hal. 5, 589 ff.: 
"EBvea 6' o o ~ p a ~ o p ~ v a ,  z& 8' BpnGCouo~ 8ah&oog,  
E & V T ~  @ & T L ~  p f i v q ~  ~ E V  h~60pkVTlq K C Y . ~  K ~ K ~ O V  
oap~i  n e p ~ n h f i 8 e ~ v  a i  n ova  vatbpev o l ~ o v .  
Q81vo6oqq 6' 'd,a.Gz~q &Qaupoz&po~q p ~ h ~ ~ o o ~  
~ L K V O ~ ~ ~ L .  zoiq z y  h i  o $ ~ o ~ v  Boziv & v & y ~ q .  
z&v 6~ .r;a p8v GGvov~eq Gnoppuxa xepoi  h E y o v z a ~  
&vEpeq k~ 1yap&8o~o, z& 6' k~ o n ~ h & 6 o v  ~ p 6 o u o ~  
v o h e p 8 ~  SpneQu&m, zd  6' h o o ~ v  8nzuoav  a t ~ a i q  
~ 6 p a z a  ~ a i  P68po1.o~ h a x a ~ v o p k v q q  Iyap&Bo~o. 
Translation by Mair (Oppian, Loeb edition, p. 507): 
As for the Testacean tribes which crawl in the sea, report tells 
that all these in due cycle are full of flesh when the moon is 
waxing and inhabit a rich dwelling, but when she wanes, again 
they become more meagre and wrinkled of limb: such compelling 
force resides in them. Of these men gather some from the sand 
with their hands, diving under the sea; others they pull $-om the 
rocks to which they stubbornly cling; yet others the waves cast up 
on the very shores or in trenches digged in the sand. 
Cf: also Aelian 9, 6 and Manilius, Astronomica 2, 93 ff. 
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Thus the poet means that at the time of the month when the moon was 
still waxing, the fishermen woke up early to start work collecting shellfish. 
A Textual Problem in Theocritus' Idyll 26 
In this Idyll Theocritus describes how Pentheus was killed because he 
refused to worship Dionysus. At lines 27 ff., the poet states that he does not think 
that Pentheus' murder was morally wrong: 
O ~ K  &h&yw. pq6' &hho< & T C E X ~ O ~ E V O  A~ov6oq  
@povzi~ot, p$' ~i ~ a h ~ n h z ~ p a  zGjv6~ poyiloat, 
6' Evva~'til5 fi ~ a i  ~ E K ~ O  h tpa ivo t .  
aGzoq 6' ~ G a y & o ~ p t  ~ a i  ~ k a y 8 ~ a o 1 . v  &60tp1.. 
E K  Atoq a iy toxo  ztpdv E X E L  aiezoq o % z o ~ .  
~ t a & p & o v  nai6eoat zr3 hh ta ,  Guooep8ov 6' 06. 
Translation by Gow (Theocritus, vol. I, p. 21 7): 
I care not. And let not another care for an enemy of Dionysus - 
not though he sufler a fate more grievous than this and be in his 
ninth year or entering on his tenth. But for myself may I be pure 
and pleasing in the eyes of the pure. So has the eagle honour of 
aegis-bearing Zeus. To the children of the righteous, not of the 
unrighteous, comes the better fate. 
The critics have been puzzled by the meaning of lines 27-3216. I would 
like to point out that the obvious solution to this problem is that Theocritus is 
alluding here to the legend of the daughters of Minyas. The reader will recall that 
the daughters of Minyas refused to worship Dionysus. Consequently they were 
driven mad by the god and tore the son of Leucippe to pieces'7. Thus the nine 
year old boy who is mentioned in line 29 is to be identified with Hippasus, the son 
of Leucippe. 
Gow noted that this solution was proposed by Reitzenstein, who, 
however, could not account for the poet's reference to the boy's age of nine or ten 
years. Reitzenstein argued that "a verse was lost after 28". There is, though, no 
need for us to imagine that a verse has been lost. As Professor G. Giangrande has 
frequently underlined, Hellenistic poets often preferred to allude" to legends 
rather than to narrate them in f d 9 .  Accordingly, Theocritus alludes here to the 
fate of Hippasus by mentioning the death of a boy who was nine or ten years old. 
16 Cj: Gow, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 481. 
l 7  Cj: R. Graves, op. cit., vol. I, p. 105. 
Cj: also MPhL, vol. X, p. 5 1 .  
l 9  C$ my Studies in Theocritus and other Hellenistic Poets, Amsterdam, 1979, p. 68. 
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He means that the fate of Hippasus was even worse ( ~ a h ~ n h z ~ p a )  than that of 
pentheuszo, because he was still a boy when he was torn apart and eaten by his 
own mother. 
It should also be noted that the legends concerning the death of Pentheus 
and the daughters of Minyas were traditionally linked in antiquity. Thus Ovid tells 
the story of Pentheus at Met. 3, 513 ff. and immediately afterwards mentions the 
legend concerning the daughters of Minyas, who were turned into bats: cJ: Met. 4, 
1 ff, In other words, the fate of Hippasus mirrors that of Pentheus since they were 
both torn apart by women who had been driven mad by Dionysus. 
Finally, the expression nai.6&~... Guo~P&wv,  in line 32, fits Hippasus 
perfectly, because he was the child of an impious woman (zov z f i ~  A E V K ~ ~ T ) ~  
nai.Ga, Aelian, VH 3, 42). We can conclude that the young person alluded to by 
Theocritus is Hippasus. On the other hand, line 29 refers to a "young novice of 
Dionysus", as was already perceived by Cholmeley, in his commentary on 
Theocritus, sec. ed., p. 364 and 409, and as was proved with mathematical 
accuracy by ~ i a n ~ r a n d e l ' :  the line refers to the minimum age requirement for 
novices. How can we fit Hippasus into such a requirement? Antoninus Liberalis 
X, does not offer a solution to the problem. According to him, Hippasus was not a 
novice killed in a religious Bacchic ceremony: the Minyads, scared by Dionysus' 
threats, upon deliberation drew lots and offered as a sacrifice to the god the boy 
Hippasus, whom they tore to pieces. Only after this did the Minyads acquire the 
habit of acting like Bacchants in the mountains ( ~ p c i ~ ~ ~ u o v  kv zoiq bpeot,  X 4). 
The version of the legend attested in Aelian, VH 3, 42 enables us to solve 
the problem under discussion. According to Aelian, the Minyads did not want to 
become Bacchants (z&g 6& okG& z a i h a  &v&net€kv b h e ~ i v  &tq zi-p h a z p ~ i a v  
zo6 Gaiyovoq), but Dionysus transformed them into mad Bacchants (zijq yav iaq  
hp&tpevat), so that they reproduced the dreadful Bacchic ritual which the 
Bacchants had performed on Cithaeron (kvzaGeci zot ~ a i  naeoq ~ i p y & o a v z o  
E t a  K ~ e a ~ p c h o q ,  o b  pe^tov ~02)  'W KtBatpGvt), namely the Minyads tore to 
pieces, during their frenzied Bacchic ritual, the young son of Leucippe, as if he 
were a vePpoq (o'Ea veppov), exactly as the Bacchants tore to pieces Pentheus, 
whom they believed to be a vePpoq (zov y&p zqg A E V K ~ ~ C ~ C I ~ ~ . . .  Cil. MtvuciG~q). 
Afterwards, the Minyads continued acting as Bacchants ( ~ T z a  ~VTEGOEV ~ z h . ) .  
Now, Pentheus was old enough to be able to spy on the secret rites, but a young 
20 My solution thus explains how "the fate of Pentheus could be made much worse", cJ: 
Gow, op. cif., p. 48 1. 
21 Scripta Minora Alexandrina, I ,  p. 52 ff. 
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child such as Hippasus could hardly do so: the Minyads evidently initiated him 
and allowed him, as a young novice, to take part in the Bacchic ritual, during 
which they, in their madness, took him to be a vePp05 and tore him apart. 
Hippasus probably wore, during the ritual, a &pip ... veppo;, like the child 
participating in the Bacchic ritual who is mentioned in A.P. XI 40 (c$ Cholmeley, 
op. cit., p. 3 64). 
H. White 
